METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MONITORING THE OPERATING CONDITIONS OF A SEMIBATCH REACTOR
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Abstract: A method for monitoring the safe operation of potential runaway reactions performed in a reactor comprises the steps of: - providing at least one reactant (B) in the reactor, feeding at least one coreactant (A), measuring process variables, these process variables comprising at least the temperature (T2) of the reaction mass, the temperature (T1) of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet temperatures (T3, T4) of at least one coolant of the reactor, the flowrate (F1) of the coreactant (A), and the flowrate (F2) of the at least one coolant, - calculating an integral parameter (X) of the conversion degree of the coreactant (A) on the basis of the measured process variables, the integral parameter (X) being the ratio between the reacted coreactant and the fed coreactant, wherein the reacted coreactant is expressed in terms of energy uses, and wherein the fed coreactant is expressed in terms of overall energy sources as a function of the reaction enthalpy; and - checking if the integral parameter (X) with a predetermined target range.
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DESCRIPTION

Application field

The present invention relates to a method and to a system for monitoring the safe operation of potential runaway reactions performed in non-continuous reactors. More in particular, the present invention relates to a method and to a system for monitoring the operating conditions of a semibatch reactor in which such potential runaway reactions are performed and controlled, and the following description refers to this application field with the only purpose of simplifying its exposition.

Prior art

In the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industries, a number of noncontinuous reaction processes experience safety problems because of potentially runaway reactions that can cause dangerous reactor overpressures. In particular, it is known that fast and exothermic reactions can lead to thermal explosions and thermal runaways.

In the above indicated cases, the reaction should be better performed in a semibatch reactor (SBR), i.e. a reactor in which a first reactant is initially loaded and a second reactant (called herein coreactant) is subsequently dosed in a suitable time period, allowing for the control of the conversion rate and of the reaction heat evolution.

The semibatch reactor SBR is typically operated under the so-called target conditions, that is at a minimum coreactant accumulation (leading to a conversion rate close to the dosing rate and therefore negligibly influenced by the reaction kinetics) and at a high reactor cooling efficiency (leading to a nearly isothermal SBR operation). In general, under the target conditions, the system is characterized by a quick onset, a nearly complete conversion at the end of the supply
period (also called "fair conversion") and a smooth temperature profile. Such conditions are referred to as QFS conditions.

In order to minimize the coreactant accumulation in the system, a dosing time much higher than the characteristic time of the reaction should be adopted, where the characteristic time of the reaction is directly related to the process macrokinetics (accounting for both the chemical reaction and the mass transfer phenomena). However, because of the huge number of reactions involved, the kinetic parameters are often unknown and, in any case, not straightforward to characterize, also because of the simultaneous occurrence of mass-transfer phenomena in heterogeneous systems. In any case, the dosing time should allow for a satisfactory productivity of the reactor.

Moreover, several potential runaway reaction processes can be found that are characterized by significant viscosity changes with the reaction conversion. Among these, a number of polymerization processes can be mentioned, undergoing a peak in the reaction mass viscosity at the higher polymer fractions.

Performing such reactions in indirectly cooled semibatch reactors operated under isoperibolic conditions, the reactor heat transfer efficiency can significantly drop in the late part of the supply period, even if the reaction ignition is kept all along the coreactant supply.

Provided that the resulting temperature increase can be accepted from both a safety and a product quality point of view, this SBR operating regime is still safe, since the coreactant accumulation is in any case minimized and no loss of control of the reaction can occur.

Generally, a low system reactivity during the dosing period and/or an early decay of the reactor heat removal efficiency are the root causes of dangerous scenarios and therefore there is the need to promptly detect these phenomena.

According to known solutions, a number of criteria have been developed allowing for selecting safe operating conditions of exothermic semibatch
reactors SBR as well as for early detecting anomalous operating regimes of the reactor leading to the thermal loss of control of the reaction. In particular, a number of these known solutions do not require the mathematical model of the reactor to be solved by the end user, but still need a kinetic characterization of the reaction system, which is often not straightforward to be performed when dealing with multipurpose processes of the fine chemical industry and with the simultaneous occurrence of mass transfer phenomena in heterogeneous systems.

According to other known solutions, there are monitoring criteria that are not able to perform a preventive early warning when a reactivity drop occurs, the incidental scenario being detected and signaled only when it is going to happen, thus allowing only for protective measures and not for preventive measures.

In "Maestri and Rota, Kinetic-free safe operation of fine chemical runaway reactions: a general criterion, Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2016, 55, 925", and in "Maestri and Rota, Kinetic-Free Safe Optimization of a Semibatch Runaway Reaction: Nitration of 4-Chloro Benzotrifluoride, Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2016, 55, 12786" a general safety criterion is disclosed, referred to as the $\Psi$ criterion, which allows for selecting safe operating conditions of a semibatch reactor as well as to monitor the reactor operation at the industrial scale, allowing for recognizing a regime wherein the conversion rate is fully determined by the coreactant supply rate and the reaction heat is removed at a much lower time scale than that at which it is evolved.

However, when dealing with well ignited reaction systems that undergo significant variations of the reaction mass viscosity and hence of the reactor heat transfer efficiency, the $\Psi$ criterion cannot be univocally adopted to monitor the reactor operation because a $\Psi$ number sudden decrease during the coreactant supply could be related to both an undesired drop of the system reactivity or to a normal thickening of the reaction mass, such as that occurring in a number of polymerization systems. In particular, monitoring the system only through the $\Psi$ criterion would lead to false alarms in such situations, which is clearly
Moreover, there is still the need to efficiently monitor the operating conditions of a semibatch reactor in which multiple reactions can occur. The technical problem of the present invention is to devise a method, and a related system, for monitoring the operating conditions of a reactor having features such as to overcome the limitations and drawbacks still affecting the known solutions, in particular able to monitor the reactor without a kinetic characterization thereof, discriminating between normal variations of the reactor heat transfer efficiency and anomalous and dangerous process scenarios, therefore being able to detect and to signal the initial occurrence of an anomalous operation of the reactor without triggering a false alarm.

**Summary of the invention**

The solution idea at the basis of the present invention is to develop an integral form of the energy balance for a reactor (in particular for a semibatch reactor) in order to perform an on-going measure of the coreactant conversion degree in such a reactor, such an integral form of the energy balance being obtained only through the measure of available process variables, such as the temperature of the reactants and of the coolant and the flowrates, yielding a set a useful process-indicators. These process indicators are thus independent on the reaction kinetic parameters and can be easily calculated all along the supply period through some suitable process variables.

The aforementioned integral form of the energy balance allows for promptly distinguishing between anomalous or even dangerous process scenarios and normal variations of the semibatch reactor heat transfer efficiency, as those resulting from an expected thickening of the reaction mass: as a result, only in the former cases an interruption of the coreactant feed and/ or any other specific emergency action of the reaction system could be promptly triggered.

A criterion has therefore been developed allowing for monitoring the safe
operating conditions of industrial semibatch runaway reactions without requiring any kinetic characterization of the reaction system. The only required information are the heat of the reaction and some fully available process variables that are normally recorded for any industrial reactor.

The proposed criterion has been used to monitor the operation of industrial semibatch reactors, for example a reactor in which a solvent based precipitation polymerization of acrylic acid is performed for the production of a class of rheology modifiers.

On the basis of this inventive solution idea, the above technical problem is solved by a method for monitoring the safe operation of potential runaway reactions performed in a reactor, comprising the steps of:

- providing at least one reactant in the reactor;
- feeding at least one coreactant;
- measuring process variables, those process variables comprising at least the temperatures of the reactants and of at least one coolant of said reactor;
- calculating an integral parameter of the conversion degree of the coreactant on the basis of those measured process variables, the integral parameter being the ratio between the reacted coreactant and the fed coreactant, wherein the reacted coreactant is expressed in terms of energy uses in the reactor, and wherein the fed coreactant is expressed in terms of overall energy sources as a function of the reaction enthalpy; and
- checking if the integral parameter is within a predetermined target range of target values thereof.

In particular, this method allows for identifying at the laboratory or pilot plant scale (and for monitoring at the industrial scale) the operating conditions of the reactor, which is preferably a semibatch reactor.
More particularly, the invention comprises the following additional characteristics, taken individually or in combination if required.

According to an aspect of the present invention, the process variables comprise at least the temperature of the reaction mass, the temperature of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet temperatures of at least one coolant of the reactor, the flowrate of the coreactant, and the flowrate of the at least one coolant.

According to an aspect of the present invention, the method can comprise the step of detecting a displacement of the operating conditions of the reactor from target operating conditions according to a displacement of the integral parameter from the predetermined target range of target values thereof.

According to an aspect of the present invention, the integral parameter can be given by:

\[
X = \frac{(m \dot{c}_p)\Theta + (m \dot{c}_p)_{\text{fed}} (T - T_{\text{dos}}) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \int_0^t (m \dot{c}_p \Delta T)_{\text{cool}} \, dt}{(\Delta H_T) m_{\text{fed}} \sigma_A / \nu_A} \times 100 = \zeta_A
\]

where \( m \) is the mass, \( \dot{m} \) is the mass flowrate, \( C_p \) is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, \( T \) is the temperature, \( \Delta H \) is the reaction enthalpy, \( \sigma_A \) is the mass fraction of the coreactant, \( \nu_A \) is the stochiometric coefficient of the coreactant, \( \Theta \) indicates the beginning of the feeding of the coreactant, \( \text{cool} \) indicates the coolant of the reactor, \( \text{dos} \) relates to the dosed stream containing the coreactant, and \( N \) is the number of heat exchangers of the reactor, including eventual top condensers for reactions performed under reflux conditions.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the method can further comprise a step of calculating the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction (\( \Theta \)) under adiabatic condition of the reactor according to the formula:

\[
\Theta = T + (1 - AY / I \Theta) \Delta T_{\text{ad}}
\]

wherein \( T \) is the temperature, \( X \) is the integral parameter, \( \vartheta \) is the time \( t \).
divided by the dosing time $tdos$ and $ad$ indicates the adiabatic conditions.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the method can further comprise a step of calculating a differential parameter which is the measure of the instantaneous variation of the operating conditions of the reactor from a pseudo-steady-state regime with respect to both the coreactant accumulation and the reaction temperature, this differential parameter being given by:

$$\Psi = \frac{(\dot{m}_p)_{dos}(T-T_{dos}) + \sum_{j=1}^{N}(\dot{m}_p)_{cool,j}(T_{cool,OUT}-T_{cool,IN})}{(-\Delta H_f)\dot{m}_{dos} \omega_A/v_A} \times 100$$

where $\dot{m}$ is the mass flowrate, $\Delta H$ is the reaction enthalpy, $T$ is the temperature, $C_p$ is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, $\omega_A$ is the mass fraction of the coreactant, $v_A$ is the stochiometric coefficient of the coreactant, $cool$ indicates the coolant of the reactor, $dos$ relates to the dosed coreactant, and $N$ is the number of heat exchangers of the reactor.

According to another aspect of the invention, the method can comprise a step of checking if the integral parameter, the differential parameter and the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction are within predetermined target ranges of target values thereof.

In particular, the step of checking can be performed in a predetermined sequence, wherein:

- firstly, the differential parameter is compared with the predetermined target range thereof;

- then, the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction is compared with the maximum allowable temperature of the system, as estimated from safety and/or quality constraints of said reactor; and

- finally, the integral parameter is compared with the predetermined target range thereof.
According to another aspect of the invention, the predetermined target range can be between 60 and 100, preferably 80-100, for the differential parameter, and can be between 60 and 100, preferably 90-100, for the integral parameter.

According to another aspect of the invention, the method can further comprise a step of signaling a dangerous scenario and/or interrupting the feeding of the coreactant and/or adopting emergency actions for the performed process in case the differential parameter is outside the predetermined target range and the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction is higher than the maximum allowable temperature of the system, or in case the differential parameter is outside the predetermined target range and said integral parameter is outside the predetermined target range.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, the reaction occurring in the reactor can be a potentially runaway reaction, including polymerizations, nitrations, sulfonations, hydrogenations, halogenations, hydrolysis, condensations, oxidations, alcoholysis, amminations, cyclizations, diazotations, isomerizations, alkylations, and/or multiple consecutive reactions.

Finally, as previously observed, the reactor can be a non-continuous indirectly cooled semibatch reactor.

The present invention also relates to a system for monitoring the safe operation of potential runaway reactions performed in a reactor in which at least one reactant is provided and in which at least one coreactant is fed, the system comprising means for receiving measured process variables, those process variables comprising at least the temperatures of the reactants and of at least one coolant of the reactor, the system being characterized in that it comprises a processing unit adapted to calculate at least an integral parameter of the conversion degree of the fed coreactant on the basis of those measured process variables, this integral parameter being the ratio between the reacted coreactant and the fed coreactant, wherein the reacted coreactant is expressed in terms of energy uses in the reactor, and wherein the fed
coreactant is expressed in terms of overall energy sources as a function
of the reaction enthalpy, wherein the processing unit is adapted to
check if the integral parameter is within a predetermined target range of
target values.

According to an aspect of the present invention, the process variables
comprise at least the temperature of the reaction mass, the temperature
of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet temperatures of at least one
coolant of the reactor, the flowrate of the coreactant, and the flowrate of
the at least one coolant.

According to an aspect of the present invention, the system can
comprise means apt to generate a signal in case of detection of a
displacement of the operating conditions of the reactor from target
operating conditions previously stored in the system, according to a
displacement of the integral parameter from the predetermined target
range thereof.

In particular, the signal generated can be a warning signal in the form
of an acoustic signal and/ or a light signal.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the signal
generated can be a trigger signal adapted to interrupt the feeding of the
coreactant and/ or adapted to perform emergency actions for the
performed process.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the integral
parameter can be given by:

\[ X = \frac{(mC_p)_0(T-T_0)+(mC_p)_{\text{fed}}(T-T_{\text{dos}})+\sum_{i=1}^{N}[\int_{0}^{t}(mC_P\Delta T)_{\text{cool}}\,dt]}{(-\Delta H_r)m_{\text{fed}}\omega_{\text{A}}/\nu_{\text{A}}} \times 100 = \zeta_{\text{A}} \]

where \( m \) is the mass, \( \dot{m} \) is the mass flowrate, \( C_p \) is the mass heat
capacity at constant pressure, \( T \) is the temperature, \( \Delta H \) is the reaction
enthalpy, \( \omega_{\text{A}} \) is the mass fraction of the coreactant, \( \nu_{\text{A}} \) is the
stochiometric coefficient of the coreactant, \( \theta \) indicates the beginning of
the feeding of the coreactant, \( \text{cool} \) indicates the coolant of the reactor,
\( \text{dos} \) relates to the dosed stream containing the coreactant \( \text{(A)} \), and \( N \) is
the number of heat exchangers of the reactor, including eventual top condensers for reactions performed under reflux conditions.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the processing unit can be adapted to calculate the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction under adiabatic condition of the reactor according to the formula:

\[ \Theta = T + (1 - \frac{X}{100}) \Delta T_{ad} \]

wherein \( T \) is the temperature, \( X \) is the integral parameter, \( \Delta \) is the time \( t \) divided by the dosing time \( t_{dos} \) and \( ad \) indicates the adiabatic condition.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the processing unit can be adapted to calculate a differential parameter which is the measure of the instantaneous variation of the operating conditions of the reactor from a pseudo-steady-state regime, this differential parameter being given by:

\[ \Psi = \frac{(\dot{m}C_p)_{dos} (T-T_{dos}) + \sum_{i=1}^{N}(\dot{m}C_p)_{cool,i} (T_{cool, out} - T_{cool, in})}{(-AH_f)_{cool,i} \omega_A V_A} \times 100 \]

where \( \dot{m} \) is the mass flowrate, \( \Delta H \) is the reaction enthalpy, \( T \) is the temperature, \( C_p \) is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, \( \omega_A \) is the mass fraction of the coreactant, \( v_A \) is the stochiometric coefficient of the coreactant, \( cool \) indicates the coolant of the reactor, \( dos \) relates to the dosed coreactant, and \( N \) is the number of heat exchangers of the reactor.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, the processing unit can be adapted to compare in a predetermined sequence the integral parameter, the differential parameter, and the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction with target values thereof.

Moreover, the means can be adapted to receive two temperature values for each temperature to be measured, so that the mean value of these two temperature values is calculated.
Finally, the reactor can be a non-continuous indirectly cooled semibatch reactor.

The characteristics and the advantages of the method and of the system according to the present invention will become apparent from the following description of an embodiment thereof, provided as a non-limiting example with reference to the accompanying drawings.

**Brief description of the drawings**

In those drawings:

- figures 1A-1D show the behavior of an exothermic semibatch reactor operated under target conditions QFS (QFS conditions), in particular they show trends for reaction temperature vs. time, Ψ parameter vs. time, X parameter vs. time, and Θ parameter vs. time, respectively;

- figures 2A-2D show the behavior of an exothermic semibatch reactor with reactivity drop occurring at the 70% of the supply period, in particular they show trends for reaction temperature vs. time, Ψ parameter vs. time, X parameter vs. time, and Θ parameter vs. time, respectively;

- figures 3A-3D show the behavior of an exothermic semibatch reactor with heat transfer efficiency drop occurring at the 70% of the supply period, in particular they show trends for reaction temperature vs. time, Ψ parameter vs. time, X parameter vs. time, and Θ parameter vs. time, respectively;

- figure 4 shows the behavior of an exothermic semibatch reactor, in particular it shows trends of the X parameter vs. time at decreasing UA values (UA being the heat transfer coefficient multiplied by the initial heat transfer surface);

- figure 5 shows the monitoring logic for the semibatch reactor through the set of key process indicators given by Ψ, X and Θ;

- figures 6A-6B show a semibatch solvent based polymerization of
acrylic acid, in particular they show experimental reaction temperature trends at the industrial scale during the monomer supply period when thickening of the reaction mass occurs at the 70% of the monomer supply, and when reaction inhibition occurs at the 40% of the monomer supply, respectively;

- figures 7A-7B show the semibatch solvent based polymerization of acrylic acid, in particular they show experimental $\Psi$ parameter trends at the industrial scale during the monomer supply period when thickening of the reaction mass occurs at the 70% of the monomer supply, and when reaction inhibition occurs at the 40% of the monomer supply, respectively;

- figures 8A-8B show the semibatch solvent based polymerization of acrylic acid, in particular they show experimental $X$ parameter trends at the industrial scale during the monomer supply period when thickening of the reaction mass occurs at the 70% of the monomer supply, and when reaction inhibition occurs at the 40% of the monomer supply, respectively;

- figures 9A-9B show the semibatch solvent based polymerization of acrylic acid, in particular they show the experimental $\Theta$ parameter trends at the industrial scale during the monomer supply period when thickening of the reaction mass occurs at the 70% of the monomer supply, and when reaction inhibition occurs at the 40% of the monomer supply, respectively;

- figure 10 shows the behaviour of the integral parameter $X$ in case of multiple consecutive reactions; and

- figure 11 shows a system for monitoring the operating condition of a reactor according to the present invention.

**Detailed description**

With reference to those figures, a method for monitoring the safe operation of potential runaway reactions performed in a non-continuous indirectly cooled reactor is described in the following. Moreover, a
corresponding system is also disclosed.

It is worth noting that the figures represent schematic views and are not drawn to scale, but instead they are drawn so as to emphasize the important features of the invention. Moreover, in the figures, the different elements are depicted in a schematic manner, their shape varying depending on the application desired. It is also noted that in the figures the same reference numbers refer to elements that are identical in shape or function. Finally, particular features described in relation to an embodiment illustrated in a figure are also applicable to the other embodiments illustrated in the other figures.

The present invention will be described according to a preferred embodiment wherein the reactor is a semibatch reactor SBR, without limiting the scope thereof.

The method of the present invention is based on a simple and general criterion for the on-going measurement of the reaction extent during the coreactant supply in the semibatch reactor SBR, using an integral form of the semibatch reactor SBR mathematical model, being the reaction conversion an integral property of the reaction system.

In general, in a semibatch reactor SBR, a reactant B is initially present in the reactor, a coreactant A being added to the reactant B in a dosing time $t_{dos}$. The semibatch reactor SBR is cooled by means of a suitable coolant, for example flowing a cooling jacket, as it is known in the art, in order to remove the heat generated by the reaction in the reactor. Obviously, any coolant means can be used without limiting the scope of the present invention.

Conveniently, the calculation of the above mentioned integral model only requires the preliminary measurement of process variables such as the temperature of the reaction mass, the temperature of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant of the semibatch reactor SBR, the feed stream of flowrate, and the coolant flowrate, as it will be better specified in the following.
In the mathematical model of the semibatch reactor SBR discussed in the following pages, the following symbols and notations (with the respective units) will be used:

\( A \): heat transfer surface, \( m^2 \);

\( \bar{\varepsilon}_p \): molar heat capacity at constant pressure, \( kJ/(kmol\cdot K) \);

\( \dot{C}_p \): mass heat capacity at constant pressure, \( kJ/(kg\cdot K) \);

\( F \): molar flowrate, \( kmol/s \);

\( m \): mass, \( kg \);

\( MAT \): maximum allowable temperature, \( ^\circ C \) or \( K \);

\( \Theta \): maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction, \( ^\circ C \) or \( K \);

\( \dot{r}_n, \dot{M} \): mass flowrate, \( kg/s \);

\( n \): number of moles, \( kmol \);

\( r \): reaction rate, \( kmol/(m^3\cdot s) \);

\( t \): time, \( s \);

\( T \): temperature, \( ^\circ C \) or \( K \);

\( \bar{T} \): average temperature, \( ^\circ C \) or \( K \);

\( u \): overall heat transfer coefficient, \( kW/(m^2\cdot K) \);

\( V \): reaction volume, \( m^3 \);

\( Wt \): Westerterp number;

\( \Delta H \): reaction enthalpy, \( kJ/kmol \);

\( \Delta H_{\text{ref}} \): reaction enthalpy referred to the mass of the reacted coreactant, \( kJ/kg \);

\( \Delta T \): temperature difference, \( ^\circ C \) or \( K \);
\( \varepsilon : = \frac{V_{dos}}{V_{ro}} \), relative volume increase;

\( \zeta : \) molar conversion (or reaction conversion), normalized to unity;

\( 0 : = \frac{t}{t_{dos}} \), dimensionless time;

\( \nu : \) stoichiometric coefficient;

\( \tilde{P} : \) molar density, \( \text{kmol/m}^3 \); and

\( \omega : \) mass fraction.

Given a potential runaway reaction of general kinetic expression performed in an isoperibolic semibatch reactor SBR (either in a homogeneous or heterogeneous reaction system), if a stoichiometric amount of coreactant A, \( n_{Ai} \), is dosed at a constant rate onto a previously loaded amount of reactant B, \( n_{BO} \), the mass balance equation for the semibatch reactor in terms of molar conversion of reactant B, \( \zeta_B \), can be written as:

\[
\frac{\Delta \zeta_B}{\tilde{P}} - \frac{\nu_{B} r_{eff} V_{r}}{n_{B_0}} = 0
\]

where \( V_{r} \) is the reaction volume and \( \nu_{B} \) is the stoichiometric coefficient of the reactant B. The effective reaction rate, \( r_{eff} \), depends on the reaction microkinetic expression and, for heterogeneous systems, on the phase in which the reaction occurs as well as on the rate determining step between the chemical reaction and the mass transfer phenomena.

Of course, at the beginning of the supply period, the number of moles in the reactor differs from zero only for the reactant B.

The energy balance equation for the semibatch reactor SBR during the supply period is known to be:

\[
[nC_p]_0 + (n_{C_p})_{fed} \left[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \left( F_{C_p} \right)_{dos} (T_{dos} - T) + V_{r} r_{eff} (- \Delta f_{r}) - UA(T - f_{co}) \right]
\]

according to which the reactor temperature time profile is determined by the reaction enthalpy contribution and the combined cooling effect of the external coolant and the dosing stream. In other words, the
temperature behavior is the result of three enthalpy contributions, related to the dosing stream, the chemical reaction, and the heat removal by the coolant. At the beginning of the supply period, the SBR is at a temperature $T_0$, which is equal to the coolant temperature, $T_\infty$.

Combining equations (1) and (2) and integrating the resulting equation, the following general expression of the molar conversion, $\zeta B$, can be derived:

$$\zeta B = \frac{- \int (\dot{c}_p)n(T - T_0) + (\dot{c}_p)_{act}(T - T_{dose}) + \int (\dot{c}_p)_{cool}dT}{\int (\dot{c}_p)n_B}$$  (3)

where the heat removal rate by the external coolant has been expressed in terms of directly measurable process variables, that is the coolant flowrate and temperature increase across the reactor jacket, coil or external heat exchanger.

It is noticed that equation (3) allows for on-going detecting the reaction conversion on the basis of the semibatch reactor SBR initial conditions and of process variables which trends are normally recorded on any industrial semibatch reactor SBR, that is the dosing stream and reactor temperatures, the amount of coreactant fed to the reactor and the coolant mass flowrate and temperature increase across the heat transfer surfaces. Moreover, no kinetic characterization of the system must be performed, since the only required information related the chemical reaction is the reaction enthalpy: such a feature is of particular importance when dealing with multipurpose processes of the fine chemical industry, because of the huge variety of reactions involved.

It is stressed that the reaction conversion (3) is only marginally influenced by any variation of the reactor heat transfer efficiency, due for the sake of example to thickening phenomena of the reaction mass: a potential thermal insulation of the reactor at constant feed rate leads in fact to an increase of the reaction temperature, so that in terms of overall energy balance the heat evolved by the chemical reaction is balanced by the initial and dosed reaction mass enthalpy contributions.
In the limit case of infinite time, equation (3) provides:

\[(\Delta T)^\frac{1}{2}\int_{v_d} \cong \left(\frac{nC_p}{d}\right)(T_0 - T_{dos}) + \int_0^\infty UA(T - f_{cool})dt\]  (4)

stating that the overall energy released by the chemical reaction equals the whole energy removed by the external coolant and the energy required for heating the dosed mass from $T_{dos}$ to $T_0$. In deriving equation (4) it has been taken into account that, as $t \to \infty$, the conversion is quantitative, the reaction temperature comes back to $T_0$ (equal to the coolant temperature) and the amount of fed coreactant is equal to its overall dosed amount.

At the target conditions of the semibatch reactor SBR, the coreactant accumulation is at the limit negligible, the conversion rate is fully determined by the coreactant supply rate and therefore, at a constant feed rate, the instantaneous conversion equals the current fraction of the overall dosing period. As a consequence, it can be stated that:

\[\zeta_{B,ta} = \frac{t}{t_{dos}}\]  (5)

where the subscript "iα" identifies the target operating conditions limited to the chemical reaction ignition, independently on the reactor heat transfer efficiency. At the target conditions, the system is characterized by a quick onset, a fair conversion and a smooth temperature profile (QFS conditions).

Calculating the percentage ratio, expressed in mass terms, of the current reaction conversion (3) to its target value (5), the conversion degree of the dosed coreactant $A$ can be obtained:

\[X = \frac{(mC_p)_{t_0}(T-T_0) + (mC_p)_{fed}(T-T_{dos}) + \int_0^\infty (mC_p\Delta T)_{cool}dt}{(-\Delta H_r)m_{fed}\varnothing_A / \varnothing_A} \times 100 = \zeta_A\]  (6)

where $\varnothing_A$ is the mass fraction of coreactant $A$. Equation (6) yields the integral parameter $X$, whose value approaches to 100 at the target conditions.

As a consequence, the full ignition of the SBR can be now easily recognized from a X-time profile quickly approaching values at the limit.
equal to 100 during the coreactant supply period.

The calculation of the integral parameter $X$ according to equation (6) has to be performed after the coreactant dosing has been started, that is for $t>0$, since expression (6) is indeterminate from a strictly mathematical point of view at $t=0$. This is physically sound since at $t=0$ any semibatch reaction system is not triggered: in fact, an even minimum coreactant accumulation has to be previously built up in the reactor to provide a consumption rate of the coreactant balancing its supply rate at a much lower time scale (i.e. at $t=0$ the semibatch reactor SBR is not triggered). From that time on, the unreacted coreactant $A$ concentration in the system reaches a pseudo steady state behavior, to which the integral parameter $X$ values close to 100 correspond.

In other words, the integral parameter $X$ is the percentage ratio between the actual reaction conversion $\zeta$ and its target value at the target operating conditions. Specifically, the molar conversion $\zeta_i$ of the coreactant $A$ is expressed as a ratio between the reacted coreactant and the fed coreactant at a given time $t$, wherein the reacted coreactant is expressed in terms of energy uses (the heating enthalpy of the reaction mass and of the coolant) and the fed coreactant is expressed in term of energy sources at the target conditions as a function of the reaction enthalpy $\Delta H$. In other words, the integral parameter $X$ is a direct measure of the conversion degree of the fed coreactant $A$, and hence of its accumulation. Notice also that the numerator comprises the integral of the heat removal rate due to the coolant over time.

Advantageously according to the present invention, a method is disclosed that allows for selecting safe operating conditions of the semibatch reactor SBR as well as to monitor its operation at the industrial scale, without a kinetic characterization of the system, but only on the basis of the heat of reaction and of fully available process variables that are normally recorded for any industrial semibatch reactor SBR. In particular, a value of the $X$ parameter close to 100 characterizes a safe operating regime of the SBR independently of the reaction system, as it will be explained in the following. The integral
parameter $X$ therefore does not require any kinetic characterization of
the system, but only the much more straightforward estimation of the
reaction heat, i.e. the knowledge of the reaction enthalpy and the
average specific heats of the reaction mass and the dosing stream, as
well as the flowrates of the dosed coreactant and of the coolant.

The parameter $X$ is more advantageous than the differential parameter
$\Psi$, whose calculation and use is disclosed in the aforementioned
"Maestri and Rota, Kinetic-free safe operation of fine chemical runaway
which is hereby incorporated by reference.

The differential parameter $\Psi$ yields a measure of the instantaneous
variation of the operating conditions of the semibatch reactor SBR from
a pseudo-steady-state regime, taking into account the combined effect
of the chemical reaction ignition and heat removal efficiency.

In particular, the differential parameter $\Psi$ is given by:

$$
\Psi = \frac{\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \tilde{C}_p \text{d}T - T_{\text{d}a}}{\dot{M}_{\text{cool}} \tilde{C}_p \text{cool} \left( T_{\text{cool,OUT}} - T_{\text{cool,IN}} \right)} x \text{loo} \left( \frac{\dot{E}_{\text{A,cool}}}{-AH} \right)
$$

In other words, the differential parameter $\Psi$ is the ratio between the
actual and target heat removal rates through both the external coolant
and the dosing stream, and it is a direct measure of the approach of the
semibatch reactor operating regime to low accumulation, nearly
isothermal conditions. Under target conditions, it reaches values close
to 100, independently of the reaction system.

It is observed that whereas the differential parameter $\Psi$ is an
instantaneous process variable useful to monitor the pseudo-steady-
state regime of the SBR with respect to the combined effect of the
chemical reaction ignition and heat removal efficiency, the integral
parameter $X$ is an integral process variable which provides the
conversion degree of the fed coreactant under general non-isothermal
conditions, independently on any variation of the heat removal
efficiency.
It is known that the conventional expressions for the measurement of the reaction extent define the calorimetric conversion as the ratio of the energy removed from the system under isothermal conditions to the whole energy evolved by the chemical reaction. From a physical point of view, the integral parameter X as expressed in equation (6) corresponds to the conversion degree of the dosed coreactant, that is, to the ratio of the reacted to the fed coreactant at the current time (which is indeed an integral parameter). From a mathematical point of view, this is due to the presence of the integral over time in the numerator, which indicates the actual heat removal due to the action of the coolant, the numerator thus indicating the degree of conversion of the fed coreactant, as previously stated.

Therefore, the integral parameter X numerically equals the reaction conversion referred to the previously loaded reactant B only at the end of the dosing period, whereas during the coreactant A supply it is a meaningful process variable allowing for early detecting unexpected reaction inhibitions, that could lead to an uncontrolled coreactant accumulation in the system.

Moreover, through the measured value of the integral parameter X, a new parameter called Maximum Temperature of the Synthesis Reaction under adiabatic conditions, hereinafter referred to as θ parameter, can be easily estimated:

$$\theta = T + (1 \cdot \frac{\partial X}{100})\Delta T_{ad}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $t=t/\tau_{dos}$. Equation (8) provides (for homogeneous as well as heterogeneous systems) the final reaction temperature that can be reached when, starting from the actual time, the coreactant supply is carried out under adiabatic conditions and the coreactant conversion is complete. The θ parameter is therefore a very important parameter, since it is an index of the instantaneous hazard potential of the system accounting for both the coreactant to be dosed as well as for the coreactant accumulated. In other words, the θ parameter is the energy potential of the system in terms of maximum allowable temperature under adiabatic condition because of the conversion of all the reactant
to be fed and of its accumulated amount. The $\Theta$ parameter is compared with the Maximum Allowable Temperature (MAT) for the system, arising from safety and/or quality constraints.

Suitably, as a key difference with other process variables (such as reaction temperature), both the differential parameter $\Psi$ and the integral parameter $X$ reach a univocal target value (for instance, 100), that is independent on the reaction system as well as on the adopted operating conditions, so that any displacement from the original quick onset, fair conversion and smooth temperature profile (i.e. from the QFS condition) reactor regime can be easily recognized on the basis of their instantaneous values.

The combined use of the $X$ parameter, the $\Psi$ parameter and the $\Theta$ parameter (which form a set of Key Process Indicators, hereinafter indicated ad KPIs) provides a powerful way for monitoring and controlling an exothermic reaction performed in a semibatch reactor SBR.

In particular, through the resulting set of KPIs (that is the parameters $\Psi$, $X$ and $\Theta$) the prompt interruption of the coreactant feed and/or any other specific process emergency action (such as the dilution of the reaction mass or the addition of an inhibitor) can be limited to specific process scenarios, that is to undesired or even dangerous reactivity drops as well as to an early decay of the semibatch reactor SBR heat transfer efficiency, hence excluding the effect of a normal thickening of the reaction mass occurring at sufficiently late fractions of the dosing period.

Such a feature is of particular importance when monitoring the safe and productive operation of semibatch polymerization processes, a huge number of which undergoes relevant viscosity increases with the polymer fraction.

Therefore, after the calculation of the parameters $X$, $\Psi$, and $\Theta$, the method of the present invention comprises a step of comparing those parameters with predetermined target value thereof in a predetermined
sequence, thus resulting in a well-defined monitoring logic, as it will be
detailed in the following.

As previously mentioned, the calculation of integral parameter $X$ of the
present invention is based on the measurement of process variables, in
particular six process variables, i.e. the temperature of the reaction
mass and the temperature of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet
temperatures of the coolant of the semibatch reactor SBR, the feed
stream flowrate, and the coolant flowrate. In particular, the above
equations are obtained under the assumption that there is only one
heat exchanger (or cooling unit) with which the semibatch reactor SBR
is equipped, e.g. only a cooling jacket. All the above equations can be
generalized for cases where the semibatch reactor SBR is cooled by
more than one heat exchanger, for example a jacket and a coil and the
like. In this case, the integral parameter $X$ can be generalized as:

$$X = \frac{(m\bar{c}_p)_0(T-T_0)+(m\bar{c}_P)_{\text{fed}}(T-T_{\text{dos}})+\sum_{j=1}^{N} \int_{t_j}^{t_j+1} (m\bar{c}_P \Delta T_{\text{cool}} \text{d}t)}{(\cdot \Delta H_r) m_{\text{feed}}/v_A} \times 100 = \zeta_A$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $N$ is the number of heat exchangers employed.

The same generalization can be done in a similar manner also for the
differential parameter $\Psi$, which in this case is given by:

$$\Psi = \frac{(m\bar{c}_P)_{\text{dos}}(T-T_{\text{dos}})+\sum_{j=1}^{N} (m\bar{c}_P)_{\text{cool}}(T_{\text{cool,OUT}}-T_{\text{cool,IN}})}{(\cdot \Delta H_r) m_{\text{dos}}/v_A} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Given the above, the integral parameter $X$ can then be used to efficiently
monitor the operation of a semibatch reactor SBR. The safe and
productive operation of an isoperibolic semibatch reactor SBR, in which
a potential runaway reaction is performed, is characterized by a quick
ignition of the chemical reaction once the coreactant supply is started
and by a nearly isothermal reactor behavior due to a relatively high heat
removal efficiency. Such operating conditions, corresponding to a
pseudo-steady-state regime of the SBR, can be easily identified at the
laboratory or pilot scale through the present invention and finally scaled
up to the industrial plant, even without a kinetic characterization of the reaction system. On this basis, for a given process productivity, a required heat transfer surface at the industrial scale can be calculated.

A number of potential runaway non-continuous processes can be mentioned undergoing a significant viscosity rise at the higher conversions, to which a decay of the reaction heat removal efficiency corresponds.

In these cases, yet developing the synthesis recipe at the laboratory scale, a suitable reaction mass concentration has to be adopted, so that the aforementioned thickening phenomena occur at relatively high reaction extents, that is, when the energy potential of the system in terms of coreactant to be dosed as well as of accumulated coreactant is sufficiently low to prevent the overcoming of the maximum allowable temperature MAT, even under adiabatic conditions.

Once the selected operating conditions have been scaled up to the industrial plant, each reaction batch must be monitored in order to promptly trigger the coreactant feed interruption, when detecting any incidental drop of the system reactivity as well as any early decay of the heat removal efficiency.

In the former scenario, even if the reaction system can be reignited (e.g. through an additional catalyst shot), the coreactant feed must be restarted after the system reactivation.

Such a way to proceed is mandatory if the reactivity drop occurs at early fractions of the dosing period, since the sudden reaction of the coreactant residual amount would lead, if fully accumulated, to the thermal loss of control of the chemical reaction and to the triggering of the further incidental scenarios related to it.

However, even if the reactivity drop occurs at sufficiently late fractions of the supply period to make the maximum allowable temperature MAT overcoming impossible, the coreactant feed must be stopped as well. In fact, in particular when dealing with polymerization processes, if the
reaction system can be reignited the further sudden reaction of the residual coreactant amount could lead, among the others, to uncontrolled viscosity rises and to the final blockage of the stirrer, due to the formation of a sticky mass.

5 Instead, if the reaction cannot be reactivated, the further accumulation of unreacted coreactant in the system is not economical, since it implies additional costs either for separating the reaction mass from the unreacted coreactant or for wasting a higher amount of chemicals, one of which (that is, the coreactant) could be recovered as a raw material.

10 Moreover, when dealing with polymerization processes, it cannot be neglected that the further separation (typically through distillation) of the residual monomer amount from the reaction mass could be even dangerous, since the distillation of the monomer would be performed under uninhibited conditions and could therefore lead to uncontrolled polymerizations occurring in ancillary equipment, that are not designed for safely performing the polymerization reaction.

Dealing with a number of polymerization processes, a huge oversizing of the initially estimated heat transfer surface should be adopted in order to keep nearly isothermal conditions, because of thickening phenomena of the reaction mass occurring at the higher polymer fraction. It is known that such overestimations can be even of a factor ranging from 6 to 10, which would require the installation of relatively large heat transfer equipment.

In these cases, if the reaction temperature increase due to the partial reactor insulation can be accepted, higher conversions can be reached in lower time periods, as a consequence of the higher reaction rates: dealing with polymerization reaction processes, this could be even useful for effectively minimizing the residual monomer amount.

As mentioned above, once the semibatch reactor SBR operating conditions have been identified, the reactor operation during each batch of a productive campaign must be monitored, in order to promptly detect unexpected reaction inhibitions or early drops of the SBR heat
transfer efficiency that could lead to undesired or even dangerous
process scenarios.

Such scenarios can be represented by an uncontrolled coreactant
buildup in the system or by an excessive temperature rise even under
fully ignited operating conditions.

Instead, late drops of the SBR heat transfer efficiency can be accepted,
provided that the resulting temperature rise does not allow for
overcoming a threshold temperature, arising either from safety or from
product quality constraints.

If the reactor undergoes a significant drop of the heat removal efficiency
due to thickening phenomena of the reaction mass, the $\Psi$ criterion
cannot be univocally adopted for monitoring the ignition of the reaction
system during the coreactant supply. The differential parameter $\Psi$ is in
fact a combined process variable, taking into account for both the
reaction ignition and the heat transfer efficiency. This means that the
differential parameter $\Psi$ ranging from 80 to 100 during the coreactant
supply correspond to a semibatch reactor SBR operating regime in
which the coreactant accumulation is effectively limited and the
reaction heat is removed at a relatively low time scale.

However, if during the coreactant supply a partial thermal insulation of
the reaction system occurs, due to a viscosity increase, the differential
parameter $\Psi$ typically undergoes a sudden and significant drop even if
the chemical reaction is fully ignited. The same qualitative behavior of
the differential parameter $\Psi$ would be instantaneously detected if an
unexpected reaction inhibition occurred, even with an optimal heat
transfer efficiency of the reactor. Typical trends at the target conditions
(i.e. the QFS trends, obtained through integration of equations (1) and
(2)) of the reactor temperature, $\Psi$, $X$ and $\Theta$ of an exothermic semibatch
reactor SBR (see Figures 1A, IB, 1C and 1D) are compared with the
same profiles for two scenarios, corresponding to a sudden reactivity
drop (Figures 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D) and to a heat transfer efficiency
sudden decay to $\frac{1}{4}$ of its original value (Figures 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D),
both occurring at the 70% of the coreactant supply. In plotting the
aforementioned profiles, the initial reaction temperature has been taken as the reference temperature, so that at t=0 the dimensionless reaction temperature is equal to 1. The parameters ψ and X move instead from 0 at t→0, since at the very beginning of the supply period the system ignition has not yet occurred and therefore the consumption rate of the dosed coreactant is initially equal to 0 as well. Finally, at t=0 all the coreactant to be dosed is available to react, so that the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction under adiabatic conditions Θ at t=0 is equal to the initial system temperature plus the adiabatic temperature rise.

It can be noticed that whereas the differential parameter ψ time profile undergoes a sudden decay in both the aforementioned incidental scenarios, the integral parameter X quickly decreases only when the reaction heat evolution drops as a consequence of a reaction inhibition. Moreover, according to the X time profiles represented in Figure 4, even ignited reaction systems (from which the reaction heat is effectively removed) undergo a partial accumulation of the dosed coreactant in the final part of the dosing period, where the reactant consumption goes to completion and the reaction characteristic time consequently increases. However, as the semibatch reactor SBR heat transfer efficiency decreases, the resulting increase of the reaction temperature and hence of the reaction rates in the final part of the dosing period overrules the aforementioned effect related to the reactant B consumption, so that the conversion degree of the fed coreactant increases as well, up to values close to 100%.

On the contrary, if the semibatch reactor SBR undergoes an even partial thermal insulation, the differential parameter ψ suddenly drops to values well below the recommended 80-100 range, with a trend that cannot in principle be distinguished from that characterizing a reactivity drop scenario. Subsequently, as can be observed from the time profile represented in Figure 3B, a partial differential parameter ψ recovery occurs in the final part of the dosing period, because of the reaction temperature rise (see Figure 3A), to which an increase of the cooling contribution of the dosing stream corresponds. Therefore, the
differential parameter $\Psi$ alone is not useful for distinguishing between a reaction inhibition and a reactor thermal insulation scenario.

In fact, if a $\Psi$ drop below the 80-100 range is detected during the coreactant supply, a prompt feed interruption is triggered, in order to prevent an uncontrolled buildup of unreacted coreactant in the system.

However, if the aforementioned $\Psi$ drop is due to a normal heat transfer efficiency decay, a false alarm and a consequent undue feed interruption would be triggered, with detrimental consequences on the process productivity and even on the final product quality. It must in fact be considered that for a number of semibatch polymerization processes a regular monomer feed rate has a significant influence on the characteristics of the final polymer and that a feed interruption can be itself the cause of a further reaction inhibition once the monomer feed is restarted.

In other words, the use of the differential parameter $\Psi$ alone would lead to false alarms, for example due to the fact the at the end of the dosage the differential parameter $\Psi$ signals a normal drop of system reactivity or due to the fact that in polymerization processes it signals normal variations of the reactor heat transfer efficiency (i.e. due to normal thickening of the reaction mass).

For this reason, advantageously according to the present invention, the method provides for a combination of the above defined parameters, in order to avoid false alarms and to improve the efficiency of the monitoring.

As can be noticed from the trends of Figures 3A to 3D, if a reactor partial insulation occurs in an ignited reaction system, the differential parameter $\Psi$ drop is coupled with a simultaneous reaction temperature rise, which does not occur in an inhibited reaction system. Such a combined behavior could in principle be useful for distinguishing between a reaction inhibition and a reactor thermal insulation scenario.

However, in order to keep a simple and therefore robust monitoring
logic at the industrial scale, it is useful to identify a process variable other than temperature which displacement from a well-defined and univocal target value allows for selectively identifying reaction inhibition scenarios independently on the heat removal efficiency of the reactor.

Such a goal can be reached through the integral parameter $X$ that, in strict analogy with the differential parameter $\Psi$, can be on-going detected during the coreactant supply on the basis of fully available process variables, that is the initial reactor load and temperature, the currently dosed mass and dosing temperature, the reaction temperature and the coolant mass flowrate and temperature increase across the heat transfer surfaces.

In particular, a full and selective monitoring of the SBR operation can be performed through the integrated set of KPIs given by the differential parameter $\Psi$, the integral parameter $X$ and the resulting maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction under adiabatic conditions $\Theta$. Such parameters can be on-going detected through simple elaboration of the aforementioned process variables, according to the above indicated equations.

More in detail, starting at a not too early time to let the system trigger and on the basis of the current values of $\Psi$, $X$ and $\Theta$, the monitoring logic represented in the flow chart of Figure 5 could be implemented, acting on switching off the coreactant feed as a final action.

According to such a logic, a current $\Psi$ value ranging from 60 to 100, preferably from 80 to 100, is assumed to be a sufficient condition for going ahead with the coreactant supply, since it corresponds to SBR operating conditions in which the chemical reaction is fully ignited and the reaction heat is effectively removed from the system.

If at any time a $\Psi$ value below 80 is detected, the instantaneous value of the measured $\Theta$ is compared with the maximum allowable temperature MAT: if $\Theta$ is higher than the MAT, the coreactant feed is suddenly stopped without any further check (or any other safety measure can be performed). In fact, even if the differential parameter $\Psi$ drop was related
to an early decay of the semibatch reactor SBR heat transfer efficiency without any inhibition of the chemical reaction, the coreactant A feed must be stopped as well, since the energy evolved by the conversion of the residual coreactant would be sufficient to gradually heat up the system above the maximum allowable temperature MAT. In this way, even if a temperature switch high logic acting to stop the coreactant feed is normally installed on any industrial equipment, the prompt detection of an early reactor insulation due e.g. to unexpected thickening phenomena is useful to adopt the necessary preventive actions, such as the dilution of the reaction mass with additional solvent, in order to recover the system fluidity.

If instead the differential parameter Ψ drop is due to a reactivity loss, the sudden reaction of the further accumulated coreactant would potentially lead to an increase of the reaction temperature above the maximum allowable temperature MAT, without any control chance by the plant operator.

If at the time at which the differential parameter Ψ drop is detected the Θ is lower than the MAT, the check on the integral parameter X is finally performed, with respect to a minimum expected value (for instance, 90) for a satisfactory conversion degree of the dosed coreactant: even in this case a sudden feed interruption is triggered if a low integral parameter X is detected, in order to prevent the coreactant A buildup in the system with the mentioned process consequences related to it.

In other words, according to the method of the present invention, the integral parameter X, the differential parameter Ψ and the Θ parameter are compared with predetermined values in a sequence so as to trigger the interruption of the coreactant A, and/or any other safety measure such as the dilution of the reaction mass or the instantaneous addition of an inhibitor.

In particular, according to the method of the present invention, the comparison is performed in a predetermined sequence, wherein, firstly, the differential parameter Ψ is compared with the predetermined target
value thereof (for instance 80), then, the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction $\Theta$ is compared with the predetermined target value thereof (i.e. with the maximum allowable temperature MAT), and, finally, the integral parameter $X$ is compared with the target value thereof (in a range from 60 to 100, for instance 90).

Therefore, in case the differential parameter $\Psi$ is lower than the target value thereof and the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction MTSR is higher than said target value thereof, a dangerous scenario is signaled and/ or the feeding of the coreactant $A$ is interrupted. The same occurs if the differential parameter $\Psi$ is lower than the target value thereof and the integral parameter $X$ is lower than the target value thereof.

In other words, the present invention provides checking if the integral parameter and the differential parameter are within a predetermined target range, in particular between 60-100, preferably 80-100, and if the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction MTSR is higher or lower than the maximum allowable temperature MAT.

Therefore, monitoring the safe SBR operation through the set of KPIs given by $\Psi$, $X$ and $\Theta$ allows for selectively stopping the coreactant $A$ feed only when facing a reactivity drop or an early decay of the semibatch reactor SBR heat transfer efficiency. On the contrary, when dealing with reaction systems undergoing normal thickening of the reaction mass occurring when most of the coreactant has been fed, a selective semibatch reactor SBR monitoring can be performed, without the need of adopting excessive dilutions of the reaction mass for smoothing or even suppressing such phenomena, with detrimental consequences on the process productivity.

It must be stressed that, advantageously according to the method of the present invention, an early warning of a dangerous scenario can be performed through the combined calculation of the above $\Psi$, $X$ and $\Theta$ parameters, thus allowing a preventive approach and not a protective approach. In fact, advantageously according to the present invention, the root cause of an incidental scenario is early detected, allowing for
preventive measures against such an incidental scenario. In fact, the drop in the integral parameter X is detected immediately after there is a reactivity drop, and not only just before the thermal runaway.

The method of the present invention thus provides an overall energy balance of the system compared with the target operating conditions, resulting in an on-line monitoring of the energy behavior of the system and allowing for the above mentioned early warning of a dangerous scenario.

The present invention will be now explained in relation to an application thereof to solvent based precipitation polymerization of acrylic acid. However, it has to be understood that the present invention is not limited to a particular kind of reaction and the following example is not limiting the scope of the present invention.

The method of the present invention for on-going detecting the coreactant conversion degree in exothermic SBRs has been tested analyzing a polymerization process of relevant importance in the fine chemical industry, that is the solvent based polymerization of acrylic acid for the synthesis of polyacrylic rheology modifiers. The reaction, commonly performed in solvents such as aliphatic, cycloaliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons as well as in esters, is strongly exothermic and is characterized by thickening phenomena of the reaction mass as the polymer volume fraction increases.

In order to better control the heat evolution, the reaction can be performed by dosing the monomer over a suitable time period, that is in an indirectly cooled semibatch reactor SBR.

For instance, the polymerization process taken into exam consists of two reaction steps: a pre-polymerization under batch conditions of the 25% of the whole monomer amount and a further semibatch polymerization in which the 75% of the monomer is dosed over the reaction mass at 42-43°C in a suitable period of time, depending on the heat transfer characteristics of the reactor.
In precipitation polymerization processes, the reaction initiation occurs in the solvent continuous phase, whereas the propagation and termination reactions mainly take place in the dispersed polymer phase, after the precipitation of a critical polymer amount, on the surface of which the growing radical chains are fastened and the termination reactions are consequently slowed down. For this reason, the reaction is previously triggered under batch conditions, hence generating an active volume of dispersed polymer phase, where the subsequently dosed coreactant can be consumed from the beginning of the supply period at a much lower time scale than that at which it is fed. In this way, the great part of the reaction heat can be uniformly spread over the dosing period, at the end of which the monomer conversion is relatively high. A final reaction completion under batch conditions allows then for lowering the residual monomer amount below a desired value.

The polymerization process in question has been developed at the laboratory scale in a 2L glass reactor. Under the selected operating conditions, roughly 30' after the catalyst loading, the initial reaction solution (containing the 25% of the whole monomer amount) becomes cloudy as a consequence of a proper triggering of the polymerization reaction. The 75% of the monomer is then dosed over a 2 hours period.

At the higher polymer volume fractions, the reaction mass is likely to undergo sudden viscosity peaks, which are expected to occur at the 70-80% of the monomer feed. Under these conditions, the semibatch reactor SBR heat transfer efficiency drops and the reaction temperature begins to rise. Such a behavior has no influence neither on the process safety, nor on the final product quality, provided that the reaction temperature does not rise above the boiling point of the solvent used. In particular, a slight temperature increase in the final part of the coreactant supply is even useful for early minimizing the unreacted monomer amount, hence allowing for a shorter completion period after the monomer feed.

The table below shows the laboratory and industrial reactor characteristics of the solvent based polymerization of acrylic acid.
In the above table, the geometric and heat transfer characteristics of the laboratory and industrial reactors are summarized, on the basis of which a Westerterp number at the laboratory scale can be calculated as:

\[ \text{\( w_t = \frac{(UA)_{dos}}{XCPV_T} \approx 15 \)} \]  (11)

According to the desired plant productivity, the monomer dosing period at the industrial scale cannot exceed 6 hours.

The scale-up of the selected operating conditions to the industrial plant can then be performed keeping the same Westerterp number at the two scales. With an industrial monomer dosing period equal to 6 hours, the available heat transfer surface is sufficient.

With the aforementioned process and plant data and under full ignition SBR operating conditions, the reaction temperature behavior in the first fraction of the supply period (that is before the reaction mass viscosity rises above critical values) can be satisfactorily approximated through the following expression:

\[ T \approx T_{dos} + \frac{M_{Ah,dos}(\Delta H_T) - UA(T_{dos} - T_{cool})}{(MCP)_{dos} + UA} \]  (12)

which in fact provides temperatures values in good agreement with the recorded plant data. In equation (12) the label AA identifies acrylic acid.

However, in the late fractions of the dosing period (depending on the selected reaction concentrations), thickening phenomena of the reaction mass have been observed, lowering the overall heat transfer coefficient down to about \( \frac{1}{4} \) of its original value. Under such conditions, the
reaction temperature rises, as can be noticed from the temperature time profile measured in the industrial scale reactor (see Figures 6A).

Coherently, Figure 7A shows the differential parameter $\Psi$ trend measured in the industrial scale reactor that undergoes a sudden drop as the reaction mass thickening occurs, with a behavior that cannot be distinguished from the one characterizing a reaction inhibition scenario. It should be noted that when dealing with acrylic polymerizations, the reaction inhibition is likely to occur because of even minimum air leakages into the reaction system, as shown by the experimental data summarized in Figures 6B and 7B, which have been also measured in the industrial scale reactor.

In order to keep at the industrial scale a simple and reliable monitoring logic for the semibatch reactor SBR safe operation, the measurement of the differential parameter $\Psi$ trend must be coupled with those of the integral parameter $X$ and the $\Theta$ parameter. The experimental data measured in the industrial scale reactor for the two reaction batches involving mass thickening and reaction inhibition are summarized in Figures 8A and 9B. As a relevant difference with respect to the differential parameter $\Psi$ behavior shown in Figure 7, even when facing a normal decay of the reactor heat removal efficiency due to thickening phenomena, the integral parameter $X$ does not undergo any unexpected drop with respect to the typical range for ignited reaction systems, as shown in Figure 8A since the conversion degree of the coreagent is even favored by higher reaction temperatures. However, when facing a reactivity drop the integral parameter $X$ undergoes a sudden decay (see Figure 8B), hence allowing for a prompt corrective action.

Therefore, through the set of KPIs given by $\Psi$, $X$ and $\Theta$, the polymerization process in question can be successfully monitored without undue monomer feed interruptions triggered by a normal decay of the SBR heat transfer efficiency, as the polymer volume fraction increases.

The present invention has been successfully applied also on other reactions, such as potential runaway nitration reactions of aromatics.
compounds through mixed acids. In these cases, during the feed of the species to be nitrated in a well-mixed continuous phase consisting of sulfuric and nitric acid, the method of the present invention allowed for preventing any incidental scenario leading to a reactivity drop with consequent accumulation of the coreactant A (due e.g. to a bad stirring of the reaction mass). This is of particular industrial relevance because of the relatively high reaction heat of nitration process and thermal instability of nitro derivatives, which are likely to undergo gassy decompositions with consequent sudden generation of dangerous reactor overpressures.

The integral parameter X has been described so far for monitoring the safe development of a single reaction process. However, advantageously according to the present invention, the integral parameter X is also useful for the ongoing detection of the triggering of the consecutive degradation of the target product, provided that its thermal effects are not negligible even at the lower reaction extents. In other words, the integral parameter X can be used also in case of multiple consecutive reactions.

In fact, when the consecutive side reaction is negligibly ignited, the integral parameter X defined above corresponds to the conversion degree of the dosed coreactant. In this case, the integral parameter X quickly reaches values close to 100, that cannot be overcome. If an even marginal triggering of a consecutive exothermic event took place, once X has quickly reached values close to 100 (as a consequence of QFS conditions for the main reaction) its trend would not stabilize but would continuously increase above the aforementioned upper limit due to the thermal contribution of the consecutive side reaction. Such a behavior allows for discriminating between the heat effects of the two reactions, provided that a satisfactory selectivity gap exists between them under normal operating conditions.

Therefore, the integral parameter X compares the effective energy increase of the initial reaction mass, of the dosed mass, and of the coolant with a target energy amount coming from the complete and
selective conversion of the dosed coreactant, due to the main reaction only. If an exothermic side consecutive reaction takes place with not negligible energy effects, the X number undergoes an anomalous increase above 100.

This is illustrated in figure 10, showing that the integral parameter X can be used also for promptly detecting the triggering of a side consecutive reaction, even when the heats of the two involved reactions are similar. In particular, the integral parameter X anomalous increase above 100 can be detected yet at 25% of the supply period, reaching 110 at half dosing.

Once an integral parameter X trend overcoming 100 is detected, the safe and selective operation of the semibatch reactor SBR can be in most cases recovered through a rapid thermal quench of the reaction mass, directly influencing the activation degree of both chemical reactions. To make such a corrective action even prompter, a simultaneous interruption of the coreactant feed could be triggered, so that the exothermic contribution of the main reaction disappears and the reactor cooling is consequently faster. Moreover, depending on the chemical characteristics of any reaction system, once an uncontrolled X number rise is detected, even more targeted corrective actions can be adopted: for the sake of example, the chemical quench of the system through inhibitor shots or the bottom venting of the reaction mass to an unconfined quench pool can be mentioned.

The present invention also refers to a system apt to implement the previous method, such a system being globally and schematically indicated herein with the reference number 1 and being schematically shown in figure 11.

With reference to that figure 11, the system 1 of the present invention is apt to be easily interfaced with a reactor, preferably a semibatch reactor SBR, to perform the monitoring of the operating conditions thereof. The system 1 is an online warning system able to early recognize a dangerous situation in the semibatch reactor SBR and to signal this dangerous situation at an early stage, before significant accumulation
can take place.

The early warning of the present invention therefore permits the signaling of the establishment of conditions preluding to a dangerous situation.

As it is known, at least one reactant B is provided in the semibatch reactor SBR and a stoichiometric amount of at least one coreactant A is fed in that semibatch reactor SBR.

The system 1 comprises a housing 2 enclosing the components apt to execute the method of the present invention. The system 1 is equipped with a monitor and means for the interaction with the user (not shown in the figures), such as push buttons or a touch-screen.

The system 1 comprises a unit MEM adapted to store the target operating conditions of the SBR, such target operating conditions corresponding to conditions in which the coreactant accumulation is at the limit negligible, the conversion rate is fully determined by the coreactant supply rate and therefore, at a constant feed rate, the instantaneous conversion equals the current fraction of the overall dosing period, as previously observed.

Process variables, such as the temperature $T_2$ of the reaction mass and the temperature $T_1$ of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant of the SBR, $T_3$ and $T_4$, the feed stream of the reactant A flowrate $F_1$, and the coolant flowrate $F_2$, are measured through sensors and the measured values are sent to the system 1. The system 1 thus comprises means 3 for receiving the measured process variables, which are then processed, these means 3 being for example digital and/or analog inputs.

For example, the temperature signal can be the signal generated by a suitable PT100 connected to the means 3, which are therefore configured for receiving such signal, preferably in the range of 4-20 mA.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the means 3 are
configured to receive two temperature values for each temperature (T1, T2, T3, T4) to be measured, so that the system 1 calculates the mean values of these two temperature values. This allows for reducing the fluctuations, limiting the measurement noise of the process variables on the basis of which an integral parameter X is calculated, as it will be shown in the following. In this way, the aforementioned integral parameter X fluctuations can be effectively smoothed. Moreover, it must be taken into account that X is an integral process parameter, which, for this reason, is intrinsically less sensitive to statistical measurement errors of the original process variables.

Advantageously according to the present invention, the system 1 comprises a processing unit 4 for calculating the integral parameter X, which provides the conversion degree of the fed coreactant A as a ratio between the current reaction conversion and its target value, as it was discussed above in greater detail.

Suitably, the system 1 also comprises means 5 apt to generate a signal in case of displacement of the operating conditions of the semibatch reactor SBR from the target operating conditions stored in the unit MEM, i.e. when the parameter X drops below a certain value (e.g. below 90).

In other words, the means 5, suitably connected to the processing unit 4, are activated when there is a displacement from the target operating conditions, as above indicated. The comparison of the integral parameter X and the target conditions is preferably performed in the processing unit 4, even if a dedicated unit can be provided. Furthermore, the unit MEM can be a separated unit or can be integrated in the processing unit 4.

The signal generated by the means 5 can be a warning signal (e.g. a sound signal or a light signal), as well as a trigger signal (for example a TTL signal) to interrupt the feeding of the coreactant A.

Suitably, the integral parameter X is calculated only on the basis of the simply measurable input variables described above: two temperature
difference and two flowrates signals (measured through dedicated sensors), as illustrated in figure 11, that is the difference between temperature of the reaction mass T2 and of the feed stream Tl, the difference between the outlet, T4, and inlet, T3, temperatures of the coolant, the feed stream flowrate, Fl, and the coolant flowrates, F2. In particular, figure 11 refers to the case where a single thermal exchange element is adopted, even if, as stated above, the present invention is not limited to this situation and a number N of different heat exchangers can be used.

On the basis of these fully available signals, the system of the present invention calculates the set of KPIs given by (in addition to the integral parameter X) the differential parameter Ψ and the parameter Θ and triggers an interruption logic on the coreactant feed in case a dangerous reaction regime occurs, according to the logic described in Figure 5.

In particular, the processing unit 4 is configured to compare in a predetermined sequence the integral parameter X, the differential parameter Ψ and the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction Θ with target values thereof, so that the warning signal can be produced from the means 5 as soon as a displacement from the target operating condition is detected, according to the logic sequence previously described.

Moreover, in an embodiment of the present invention, an input filter can be provided to filter and further reduce noise of the input signals. Of course, the input signals can be treated (filtered, amplified), in any conventional suitable way.

In conclusion, the present invention provides, by using an integral form of the energy balance for the SBR, an on-going method and system to measure the coreactant conversion degree, solving the technical problem of the present invention. In particular, the integral form of the energy balance is obtained only through the measure of available process variables, such as the temperature of the reactants and coolant and the flowrates, yielding a set a useful process-indicators. The process indicators of the present invention are thus independent on the
reaction kinetic parameters and can be easily calculated all along the supply period through some suitable process variables.

When dealing with fast and exothermic semibatch reaction systems which physical properties undergo significant changes, the safe reactor operation cannot be univocally monitored through the general $\Psi$ criterion. A differential parameter $\Psi$ drop during the coreactant supply could in fact be related to either a dangerous reaction inhibition or a normal decay of the reactor heat transfer efficiency.

Advantageously according to the present invention, through easy to measure process variables, it is possible to easily and efficiently discriminate among safe and unsafe situations.

The resulting set of KPIs has been proven to be useful to monitor the operation of semibatch polymerization processes (a huge number of which undergoes significant viscosity changes with the polymer fraction), using some experimental data measured on an industrial SBR in which the solvent based precipitation polymerization of acrylic acid was performed.

In other words, the present invention enables selecting safe and productive operating conditions of semibatch reactors in which potential runaway reactions are performed, and for scaling them up to the industrial plant. The method is valid even for systems undergoing a significant variation of their physical properties during the reaction and does not require any kinetic characterization of the system itself. The method then enables on-going monitoring safe operating conditions of industrial semibatch runaway reactions without requiring any kinetic characterization of the reaction system and early detecting dangerous operating regime of the reactor, hence allowing for triggering prompt actions aimed to recover the process safety. The set of key process indicators can be easily calculated on the basis of already available temperature and flowrate measurements that are normally recorded for any industrial reactor. The only required information is the heat of reaction. No time and money consuming kinetic characterizations of the reaction system are required. The method can be successfully adopted
also for monitoring reaction process undergoing a significant variation of their physical properties during the reaction, but it is not limited to a particular kind of reaction.

The present invention thus can be applied to many situations, providing an early warning of dangerous situation.

Finally, it also observed that the method of the present invention can be simply implemented by an on-line system provided with a processing unit adapted to sample the measured process variables and calculate the required parameters, so that such parameters can be compared with their target values.

The system is therefore very useful for significantly lowering the frequency of occurrence of incidental phenomena in semibatch reactors, with a main focus on process safety but a relevant saving of time and money even when facing non-catastrophic events. The system monitors the expected energy behavior of an exothermic semibatch reaction system, even with reference to product quality constraints.

Obviously, a person skilled in the art, in order to meet particular needs and specifications, can carry out several changes and modifications to the method and system described above, all included in the protection scope of the invention as defined by the following claims.
CLAIMS

1. A method for monitoring the safe operation of potential runaway reactions performed in a reactor, comprising the steps of:

- providing at least one reactant (B) in said reactor;
- feeding at least one coreactant (A);
- measuring process variables, said process variables comprising at least the temperatures (T1, T2, T3, T4) of the reactants and of at least one coolant of said reactor;
- calculating an integral parameter (X) of the conversion degree of said coreactant (A) on the basis of said measured process variables, said integral parameter (X) being the ratio between the reacted coreactant and the fed coreactant, wherein the reacted coreactant is expressed in terms of energy uses, and wherein the fed coreactant is expressed in terms of overall energy sources as a function of the reaction enthalpy; and
- checking if said integral parameter (X) is within a predetermined target range.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein said process variables comprise at least the temperature (T2) of the reaction mass, the temperature (T1) of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet temperatures (T3, T4) of at least one coolant of said reactor, the flowrate (F1) of said coreactant (A), and the flowrate (F2) of said at least one coolant.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, comprising the step of detecting a displacement of the operating conditions of said reactor from target operating conditions according to a displacement of said integral parameter (X) from said predetermined target range.

4. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said integral parameter (X) is given by:
where \( m \) is the mass, \( \dot{m} \) is the mass flowrate, \( C_p \) is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, \( T \) is the temperature, \( \Delta H \) is the reaction enthalpy, \( \varrho_h \) is the mass fraction of said coreactant (A), \( \nu_A \) is the stochiometric coefficient of said coreactant (A), \( \theta \) indicates the beginning of the feeding of said coreactant (A), \( cool \) indicates the coolant of said reactor, \( dos \) relates to the dosed stream containing said coreactant (A), and \( N \) is the number of heat exchangers of said reactor.

5. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising a step of calculating the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction (\( \Theta \)) under adiabatic condition of said reactor according to the formula:

\[
X = \frac{(m \tilde{C}_p)_{(T-T_0)} + (m \tilde{C}_p)_{\text{feed}}(T-T_{\text{dos}}) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \int_{0}^{T} (m \tilde{C}_p \Delta T)_{\text{cool}} \, dt}{(-\Delta H) m_{\text{feed}} \omega_A / \nu_A} \times 100 = \zeta_A
\]

where \( m \) is the mass, \( \dot{m} \) is the mass flowrate, \( C_p \) is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, \( T \) is the temperature, \( \Delta H \) is the reaction enthalpy, \( \varrho_h \) is the mass fraction of said coreactant (A), \( \nu_A \) is the stochiometric coefficient of said coreactant (A), \( \theta \) indicates the beginning of the feeding of said coreactant (A), \( cool \) indicates the coolant of said reactor, \( dos \) relates to the dosed stream containing said coreactant (A), and \( N \) is the number of heat exchangers of said reactor.

6. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising a step of calculating a differential parameter (\( \Psi \)) which is the measure of the instantaneous variation of the operating conditions of said reactor from a pseudo-steady-state regime with respect to both said coreactant (A) accumulation and the reaction temperature, said differential parameter (\( \Psi \)) being given by:

\[
\Psi = \frac{(m \tilde{C}_p)_{\text{dos}}(T-T_{\text{dos}}) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} (m \tilde{C}_p)_{\text{cool},j}(T_{\text{cool},j,\text{OUT}}-T_{\text{cool},j,\text{IN}})}{(-\Delta H) m_{\text{dos}} \varrho_A / \nu_A} \times 100
\]

where \( m \) is the mass flowrate, \( \Delta H \) is the reaction enthalpy, \( T \) is the temperature, \( C_p \) is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, \( \varrho_h \) is the mass fraction of said coreactant (A), \( \nu_A \) is the stochiometric coefficient of said coreactant (A), \( cool \) indicates the coolant of said
reactor, *dos* relates to the dosed coreactant (*A*), and *N* is the number of heat exchangers of said reactor.

7. The method according to claims 5 and 6, comprising a step of checking if said integral parameter (*X*), said differential parameter (*Ψ*), and said maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction (*Θ*) are within predetermined target ranges.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein said step of checking is performed in a predetermined sequence, wherein:

- firstly, said differential parameter (*Ψ*) is compared with the predetermined target range thereof;

- then, said maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction (*Θ*) is compared with the maximum allowable temperature of the system (MAT), as estimated from safety and/or quality constraints of said reactor; and

- finally, said integral parameter (*X*) is compared with the predetermined target range thereof.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein said predetermined target range is between 60 and 100 for said differential parameter (*Ψ*), and is between 60 and 100 for said integral parameter (*X*).

10. The method according to claim 8 or 9, further comprising a step of signaling a dangerous scenario and/or interrupting the feeding of said coreactant (*A*) and/or adopting emergency actions for the performed process in case said differential parameter (*Ψ*) is outside the predetermined target range and said maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction (*Θ*) is higher than the maximum allowable temperature of the system (MAT), or in case said differential parameter (*Ψ*) is outside the predetermined target range and said integral parameter (*X*) is outside the predetermined target range.

11. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the reaction occurring in said reactor is a potentially runaway reaction,
including polymerizations, nitrations, sulfonations, hydrogenations, halogenations, hydrolysis, condensations, oxydations, alcoholysis, amminations, cyclizations, diazotations, isomerizations, alkylations, and/or multiple consecutive reactions.

12. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said reactor is a non-continuous indirectly cooled semibatch reactor (SBR).

13. A system (1) for monitoring the safe operation of potential runaway reactions performed in a reactor in which at least one reactant (B) is provided and in which at least one coreactant (A) is fed, said system (1) comprising:

- means (3) for receiving measured process variables, said process variables comprising at least the temperatures (T₁, T₂, T₃, T₄) of the reactants and of at least one coolant of said reactor;

said system (1) being characterized in that it comprises a processing unit (4) adapted to calculate at least an integral parameter (X) of the conversion degree of said fed coreactant (A) on the basis of said measured process variables, said integral parameter (X) being the ratio between the reacted coreactant and the fed coreactant, wherein the reacted coreactant is expressed in terms of energy uses, and wherein the fed coreactant is expressed in terms of overall energy sources as a function of the reaction enthalpy,

wherein said processing unit (4) is adapted to check if said integral parameter (X) is within a predetermined target range.

14. The system (1) according to claim 13, characterized in that said process variables comprise at least the temperature (T₂) of the reaction mass, the temperature (T₁) of the feed stream, the inlet and outlet temperatures (T₃, T₄) of at least one coolant of said reactor, the flowrate (F₁) of said coreactant (A), and the flowrate (F₂) of said at least one coolant.

15. The system (1) according to claim 13 or 14, characterized in that it
comprises means (5) apt to generate a signal in case of detection of a displacement of the operating conditions of said reactor from target operating conditions previously stored in said system (1), according to a displacement of said integral parameter \( X \) from said predetermined target range.

16. The system (1) according to claim 15, characterized in that said signal generated by said means (5) is a warning signal in the form of an acoustic signal and/ or a light signal.

17. The system (1) according to claim 15 or 16, characterized in that said signal generated by said means (5) is a trigger signal adapted to interrupt the feeding of said coreactant \( (A) \) and/ or adapted to perform emergency actions for the performed process.

18. The system (1) according to any one of the claims from 13 to 17, characterized in that said integral parameter \( X \) is given by:

\[
X = \frac{(m\dot{c}_p)_0(T-T_0)+(m\dot{c}_p)_{\text{fed}}(T-T_{\text{dos}})+\sum_{j=1}^{N} \int_{j}^{j+1}(m\dot{c}_p\Delta T)_{\text{cool}} \, dt}{(-\Delta H_m)m_{\text{fed}}0_{\alpha}}'/v_A) \times 100 \approx \zeta_A
\]

where \( m \) is the mass, \( m \) is the mass flowrate, \( C_p \) is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, \( T \) is the temperature, \( \Delta H \) is the reaction enthalpy, \( \alpha \) is the mass fraction of said coreactant \( (A) \), \( v_A \) is the stochiometric coefficient of said coreactant \( (A) \), \( 0 \) indicates the beginning of the feeding of said coreactant \( (A) \), \( cool \) indicates the coolant of said reactor, \( dos \) relates to the dosed stream containing said coreactant \( (A) \), and \( N \) is the number of heat exchangers of said reactor.

19. The system (1) according to any one of the claims from 13 to 18, characterized in that said processing unit (4) is adapted to calculate the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction \( (\Theta) \) under adiabatic condition of said reactor according to the formula:

\[
\Theta = T + (1 - \sum / 100)\Delta \gamma_{ad}
\]

wherein \( T \) is the temperature, \( X \) is the integral parameter, \( 3 \) is the time \( t \) divided by the dosing time \( t_{\text{dos}} \) and \( ad \) indicates the adiabatic condition.
20. The system (1) according to any one of the claims from 13 to 19, characterized in that said processing unit (4) is adapted to calculate a differential parameter ($\Psi$) which is the measure of the instantaneous variation of the operating conditions of said reactor from a pseudo-steady-state regime, said differential parameter ($\Psi$) being given by:

$$\Psi = \frac{(\dot{m}C_p)_{d:\text{dos}} (T-T_{\text{dos}}) + \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\dot{m}C_p)_{\text{cool}}_i (T_{\text{cool}_i\text{OUT}} - T_{\text{cool}_i\text{IN}})}{(-\Delta H_T)\dot{m}_{\text{dos}} \omega_A / v_A} \times 100$$

where $\dot{m}$ is the mass flowrate, $\Delta H$ is the reaction enthalpy, $T$ is the temperature, $C_p$ is the mass heat capacity at constant pressure, $\omega_A$ is the mass fraction of said coreactant ($A$), $v_A$ is the stochiometric coefficient of said coreactant ($A$), $\text{cool}$ indicates the coolant of said reactor, $\text{dos}$ relates to the dosed coreactant ($A$), and $N$ is the number of heat exchangers of said reactor.

21. The system (1) according to claims 19 and 20, characterized in that said processing unit (4) is adapted to compare in a predetermined sequence said integral parameter ($X$), said differential parameter ($\Psi$), and said maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction ($\Theta$) with target values thereof.

22. The system (1) according to any one of the claims from 13 to 21, characterized in that said means (3) are adapted to receive two temperature values for each temperature ($T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, $T_4$) to be measured, so that the mean value of said two temperature values is calculated.

23. The system (1) according to any one of the claims from 13 to 22, characterized in that said reactor is a non-continuous indirectly cooled semibatch reactor (SBR).
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